WEPh0001

Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade

Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Jesse Charles, ts; Wilbert Tillman, sous; unknown d; Andy Anderson, tp; Oscar Rouzan, as; Thomas Jefferson, tp. Majorettes and Masons visible.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPh0002

Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing church (?) parade in the rain

Three Ladies wearing white robes and crosses; two trombonists, partially obscured; Jesse Charles, ts; Paul Barbarin, sd; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Emile Knox, bd. Second Liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPh0003

Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing church (?) parade in the rain

Three Ladies wearing white robes and crosses; two trombonists, partially obscured; Jesse Charles, ts; Paul Barbarin, sd; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Emile Knox, bd. Second Liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0004
Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing Masonic Parade
Andrew Morgan, ts; Herman Sherman, as; John Casimir, cl; Vernon Gilbert, tp. Other band members obscured. Unknown masons, children.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0005
Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing Masonic Parade
Andy Anderson, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; John Casimir, cl; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous. Children in parade.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0006
Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing funeral
Percy Humphrey, tp; John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Clement Tervalon, tb; Eddie Pierson, tb.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0007
Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing funeral
Alfred Williams, sd; Vernon Gilbert, tp; John Casimir, cl; Emile Knox, bd; Clement Tervalon, tb; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Eddie Pierson, tb, partially obscured. Unknown Grand Marshal and Society members
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
WEPH0008
Young Tuxedo Brass Band playing funeral
Emile Knox, bd; Andy Anderson, tp; Eddie Pierson, tb; Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Alfred Williams, sd;
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0009
Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade for Crescent City Progressive Unit Temple 185 (Masons)
Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Herman Sherman, as; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Oscar Rouzan, as; Emile Knox, bd. Unknown Masons and female participants.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0010
Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade
Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Eddie Pierson, tb; Jesse Charles, ts; Reginald Koeller, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Andrew Morgan, as; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Emile Knox, bd;
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0011
Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade
Wilbert Tillman, sous; Clement Tervalon, tb; Oscar Rouzan, as; unknown, ts; John Casimir, cl; Andy Anderson, tp; unknown tp; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Edmund “Son White” Washington, sd; Emile Knox, bd.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0012**

Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade

Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Thomas Jefferson, tp. Second Liners

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0013**

Young Tuxedo Brass Band Playing Parade

Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Herman Sherman, as; Andy Anderson, tp; others obscured.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0014**

John Casimir, close up in Tuxedo hat

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0015**

Brass Band (Young Tuxedo?) Parade for Masonic Organization

Alfred Williams, sd; Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd; Andrew Morgan, ts; organization members, second liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0016
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Paul Barnes, as; Christopher “Black Happy” Goldston, sd; Robert Lewis, bd; second liners.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0017
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Albert Warner, tp; Manuel Paul, ts; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; unknown grand marshals.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0018
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Albert Warner, tp; Manuel Paul, ts; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; unknown grand marshal.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0019
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Percy Humphrey, tp; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp; Christopher “Black Happy” Goldston, sd; Robert Lewis, bd; Paul Barnes, cl; second liners.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0020

Eureka Brass Band Prior to or after parade
Manuel Paul, ts; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Peter Bocage, white hair with back to camera; Percy Humphrey, with leader bag; others obscured.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0021

Eureka Brass Band Playing Masonic Funeral
Unknown masons; Albert Warner, tb; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Peter Bocage, tp.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0022

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Albert Warner, tb; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; unknown sax; Andrew Jefferson, tp.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0023

Eureka Brass Band Playing Young Men Olympians Funeral
Albert Warner, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Alfred Williams, sd; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Robert Lewis, bd; Peter Bocage, tp; association members.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0024

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Albert Warner, tb; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Percy Humphrey, tp; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Robert Lewis, bd; Peter Bocage, tp; second liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0025

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Albert Warner, tb; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Robert Lewis, bd; Alfred Williams, sd; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Percy Humphrey, tp; children watching

Outside San Jacinto Hall, 1436 Dumaine St., New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0026

Eureka Brass Band walking with instruments during Funeral

Albert Warner, tb; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Robert Lewis, bd; Joe Lyde and Herb Friedwald in background; second liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0027

Eureka Brass Band Playing Outside Venue for Funeral

Alvin Alcorn, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Jesse Charles, ts; Clement Tervalon, tb and Albert Warner, tb, backs to camera.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0028

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Percy Humphrey; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Peter Bocage, behind Howard; second liners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0029

Eureka Brass Band Prior to (Masonic?) Funeral Procession

Percy Humphrey, leader hat; Christopher “Black Happy” Goldston, sd; Eddie Richardson, tp; Robert Lewis, bd; Manuel Paul, ts; unknown association members.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0030

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Percy Humphrey, leader bag; Edmond “Son White” Washington, sd; Willie Pajaud, tp; Manuel Paul, ts, face not visible.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0031

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Emile Knox, bd; Percy Humphrey, leader bag; Andy Anderson, tp; Peter Bocage, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Wilbert Tillman, sous; other members obscured.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0032
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; second liners. Other members not visible
New Orleans (Outside Broelon’s (sp?) Grocery)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0033
Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade
Edmond “Son White” Washington, sd; Clement Tervalon, tb; association members, second liners.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0034
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Peter Bocage, tp; association members; second liners.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0035
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Andrew Morgan, ts; John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Clement Tervalon, tb.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade

George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; unknown tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Reuben Roddy, as; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Manuel Paul, ts; Albert Warner, tb; Clement Tervalon, tb.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade

Wilbert Tillman, sous; John Casimir, cl; Herman Sherman, as; Emile Knox, bd; second liners.

Intersection of Harmony and Danneel Streets, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Robert “Son Fewclothes” Lewis, bd; Alfred Williams, sd; Manuel Paul, ts; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Manuel Paul, ts; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Albert Warner, tb; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0040

Eureka Brass Band Playing Young Men Olympians B.A. Funeral

George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Edmund “Son White” Washington, sd; Manuel Paul, ts; Peter Bocage, tp; Albert Warner, tb; Wilbert Tillman, as (not his usual instrument); Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0041

Eureka Brass Band Playing Young Men Olympians B.A. Funeral

Albert Warner, tb; ); Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Edmund “Son White” Washington, sd; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Peter Bocage, tp; Wilbert Tillman, as (not his usual instrument); Robert Lewis, bd; unknown grand marshals and association members.

Outside Milazzo’s Food Store, 265 Hillary St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0042

Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade

Emanuel Paul, ts; possibly Robert Lewis, bd; Reuben Roddy, as.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0043

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Alfred Williams, sd; Manuel Paul, ts; Albert Warner, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0044
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Peter Bocage, tp; Christopher “Happy” Goldston, sd; Robert Lewis, bd.
Across from Philip Quaglino Tobacco Co., 2400 S. Claiborne Ave., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0045
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Albert Warner, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0046
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Robert Lewis, bd; Peter Bocage, tp; unknown association members and grand marshals
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0047
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral
Percy Humphrey, back to camera; possibly Emanuel Paul or Willie Pajaud; Emile Barnes, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Unknown grand marshal; Albert Warner, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Paul Barnes, behind Clark; Peter Bocage, tp.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Playing Funeral

Alfred Williams, sd; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Emile Knox, bd; Andy Anderson, tp; John Casimir, cl; Percy Humphrey, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Clement Tervalon, tb; Eddie Pierson, tb; Wilbert Tillman, sous.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Gathered Playing Masonic Funeral

George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Percy Humphrey, tp; Manuel Paul, ts; Christopher “Happy” Goldston, sd; unknown masons.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Gathered Outside venue during parade

Christopher “Happy” Goldston, far left, sd; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; three unknown men; Percy Humphrey, tp.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WePH0052
Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade
Albert Warner, tb; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous;
Reuben Roddy, as; Robert Lewis, bd; Peter Bocage, tp; unknown
association members.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WePH0053
Eureka Brass Band Playing Parade
Unknown grand marshal; Albert Warner, tb; Alfred Williams, sd; Manuel
Paul, ts; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Reuben
Roddy, as; Robert Lewis, bd; Peter Bocage, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WePH0054
Eureka Brass Band Members before/after Parade
Joseph “Red” Clark, back to camera; Manuel Paul; Reuben Roddy, as.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WePH0055
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Reuben Roddy, as; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb; George
“Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Albert Warner, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Alfred Williams, sd; Robert Lewis, bd; Manuel Paul, ts; Reuben Roddy, as; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp; Buster Holmes, no instrument; Percy Humphrey, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0060
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Wilbert Tillman, sous; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Oscar Rouzan, as; John Casimir, cl; Andrew Morgan, ts; Unknown audience members.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0061
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Alfred Williams, sd; Albert Warner, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp; Percy Humphrey, tp.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0062
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
John Casimir, cl; Percy Humphrey, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Reginald Koeller, tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Oscar Rouzan, as.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0063
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Albert Warner, tb; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; George “Kid Shiek” Colar, tp; Peter Bocage, tp; unknown children.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0064
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Reuben Roddy, as; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0065
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Manuel Paul, ts; Reuben Roddy, as; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0066
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Reuben Roddy, as; Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb; Albert Warner, tb.
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0067
Eureka Brass Band Members seated performing under tent
Charles “Sunny” Henry, tb
New Orleans Golf Course?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0068
Wilbert Tillman, holding sous on street
Possibly Alvin Alcorn in the background; child and bystander
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0069
Parade Along Levee
Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Unknown grand marshal, back to camera.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0070
Brass Band Members before or after parade
Andrew Morgan; Alvin Alcorn, back to camera.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0071
Masonic Parade
Unknown Mason, grand marshal; second liners
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0072**

Emile Knox, standing by bass drum smoking cigar

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0073**

Brass Band Members Performing Outside a Home

Vernon Gilbert, tp; Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Steve Angrum, cl.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0074**

Parade with Ladies’ Auxiliary Members

Steve Angrum and Vernon Gilbert, partially visible in foreground with backs to camera

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0075**

Brass Band Members before or after parade outside a home

Thomas Jefferson, with tp, standing in doorway; Vernon Gilbert, seated with tp; Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, standing smoking; unknown association members and children.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
Brass Band Members Playing Unknown Association Parade
Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp; Vernon Gilbert, tp; Worthia “Showboy” Thomas, tb; unknown association members.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band Playing Parade
Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd; other band members not visible; female association members.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band Playing Parade
Alfred Williams, sd; Thomas Jefferson, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd; Andrew Morgan, ts; Herman Sherman, as; unknown leader, tp; Andy Anderson, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band Playing Parade
Theodore Riley, tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Eddie Pierson, tb; Steve Angrum, cl; Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0080
Brass Band Playing Parade
Emile Knox, bd; John “Pickett” Brunious, tp; Vernon Gilbert, tp; children second lining
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0081
Brass Band Playing Parade
John Casimir, cl; Jesse Charles, ts; Clement Tervalon, tb; Eddie Pierson, tb; Wilbert Tillman, sous.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0082
Brass Band Playing Parade
Paul Barbarin, sd; Emile Knox, bd; John “Pickett” Brunious, tp; secondliners
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0083
Brass Band Playing Parade near Cemetery
Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; “Kid” Thomas Valentine, tp; others obscured
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0084
Brass Band Playing Parade
Edmund “Son White” Washington, sd; unknown tp; Andrew Morgan, ts; Edgar “Sambo” Joseph, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Eddie Pierson, tb; William Brown, sous; Robert “Buster” Moore, tb; female association members.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0085
George Williams Brass Band Playing Parade
Eddie Pierson, tb; William Grant Brown, sous; Robert “Buster” Moore, tb; second liners
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0086
Brass Band Playing Funeral
View from rear, possible Kid Sheik Colar and Ernie Cagnolatti.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0087
Brass Band Playing Funeral
John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous; Eddie Pierson, tb; Clement Tervalon, tb. All with backs to camera.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Brass Band Playing as casket is carried out of church or funeral home

Clement Tervalon, tb; Eddie Pierson, tb; Wilbert Tillman, sous; unknown association members and mourners.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band Playing Funeral along rural (levee?) road

Clement Tervalon, tb; John Casimir, cl; Andy Anderson, tp; Jesse Charles, as; Louis Nelson, tb; possibly Wilbert Tillman, sous; unknown grand marshal.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band before or after parade

Albert “Fernandez” Walters, tb; Andrew Morgan; Robert “Buster” Moore.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

Brass Band Members and others standing near store overhang

Reginald Koeller, far left with band hat; unknown persons; Wilbert Tillman, leaning on sous.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0092

Brass Band Playing in front of social or association hall (Masons?)

Andrew Morgan, back to camera; possibly Charlie Love in straw hat; John Casimir, cl; possibly Vernon Gilbert, back to camera; Thomas Jefferson, tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Wilbert Tillman, sous; association members.

New Orleans (901 street number?)

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0093

Brass Band Playing funeral

Manuel Paul, ts; Emile Barnes, as; Christopher “Happy” Goldston, sd.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0094

Brass Band Playing Parade with Boy scouts of America and female society members

Alfred Williams, sd & sunglasses; Henry “Sleepy” Robertson, bd; Thomas Jefferson, tp; Boy scouts, society members

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0095

Brass Band Playing Parade with female society members

Possibly John Casimir, back to camera; society members

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0096
Unknown School or Military Band Playing Parade
Philip St. at S. Saratoga St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0097
Association members during funeral procession
Hurst St. and Millaudon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0098
Association member with banner prior to funeral procession
Far left, Andrew Morgan, partially obscured; unknown society member and onlookers.
Most likely outside Rhodes-Good Citizens Funeral Home, 2612 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0099
Masonic Members Gathering Outside Church or Hall
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0100
Masons’ Parade
Grand Marshal, other participants and second liners.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPOH0101
Unknown School or Military Parade
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPOH0102
Old Man? Alexander Funeral
Three unknown marshals or organization leaders
1959- New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPOH0103
Men Second Lining
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPOH0104
Children Second Lining in street
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPOH0105
Parade for the Crescent City Progressive Unit
Emile Knox, bd; possibly John Bernard with camera (both in background); second liner.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0106
Bunk Johnson Brass Band
Kid Shots, tp; Bunk Johnson, tp; George Lewis, cl.
St. Philip St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0107
Brass Band Playing Outside Club Galloway
Happy Goldston, bd; Manuel Paul, ts; Albert Warner, tb; Oscar “Chicken” Henry, tb; Joseph “Red” Clark, sous; Arthur Ogle, sd.
Club Galloway, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0108
Band Performing
Homer Eugene, tb; Peter Bocage, tp; Louis Cottrell, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0109
Gallaud Band Performing
Louis Gallaud, p; others obscured.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0110

Gallaud Band Performing
Louis Gallaud, p; others obscured.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0111

Gallaud Band Performing
Louis Gallaud, p; George Lewis, cl; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Albert Warner, tb; audience.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0112

John Handy’s Louisiana Shakers Recording Session for American Music (AM-CD 51)
Dave Williams, p; George Guesnon, g; Alfred Williams, d; John Handy, as; Jimmy Clayton, tp.
July 1, 1960- Associated Arts Studio, 736 St. Peter St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0113

John Handy performing
John Handy, as; Emile Barnes, seated in background.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0114
Doorway of Preservation Hall
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Barbera Reid; visible inside
736 St. Peter St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0115
Sylvester Handy performing
Sylvester Handy, b
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0116
Icon Recording Session
Jim Robinson, tb; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Albert Jiles, d; John Handy, as; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Steve Angrum, cl; Louis Gallaud, p; Emanuel Sayles, bj.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0117
Icon Recording Session
Wilbert Tillman, sous; Albert Warner, tb; Alfred Williams, d; Kid Howard, tp; John Casimir, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0118**

Icon Recording Session

Homer Eugene, tb; Peter Bocage, tp; Louis Cottrell, cl.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0119**

Icon Recording Session

Barney Bigard, d; Kid Howard, tp; Albert Burbank, cl; Eddie Dawson, b.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0120**

Icon Recording Session

Louis James, b; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Israel Gorman, cl; Avery “Kid” Howard, handkerchief; Sidney Montegut, union rep with back to camera; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, far right.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0121**

Icon Recording Session

Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Albert Burbank, cl; Alex Bigard, d; Eddie Dawson, b; George Guesnon, bj.

Les Jeunes Amis Hall (?), New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0122
Icon Recording Session
Jim Robinson, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Albert Burbank, cl; Alex Bigard, d; George Guesnon, bj.
Les Jeunes Amis Hall (?), New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0123
Icon Recording Session
Alex Bigard, d; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Albert Burbank, cl; Eddie Dawson, b.
Les Jeunes Amis Hall (?), New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0124
Icon Recording Session
Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Israel Gorman, cl; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0125
Icon Recording Session
Eddie Dawson, tb; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0126

Icon Recording Session

Eddie Summers, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Louis James, b; Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Emanuel Sayles, bj.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0127

Icon Recording Session

Eddie Summers, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Louis James, b; Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Emanuel Sayles, bj.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0128

Icon Recording Session

Eddie Summers, tb; Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Israel Gorman, cl.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0129

Icon Recording Session

Avery “Kid” Howard, tp; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Louis James, b.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0130**

Icon Recording Session
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0131**

Icon Recording Session
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Harrison Verrett, bj; Alex Bigard, d.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0132**

Icon Recording Session
Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0133**

Icon Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl; Montegut, union rep; Harrison Verrett, bj; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0134
Icon Recording Session
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Harrison Verrett, bj; Alex Bigard, d.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0135
Icon Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl; Sidney Montegut, union rep; Harrison Verrett, bj; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b;.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0136
Icon Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0137
Icon Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Alex Bigard, d; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Harrison Verrett, bj.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPAH0138
Icon Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPAH0139
Icon Recording Session for “John Casimir’s Young Tuxedo Jazz Band”
Andy Anderson, tp; John Casimir, cl; Wilbert Tillman, sous.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPAH0140
Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”
Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPAH0141
Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”
Steve Angrum, cl; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Albert Warner, tb.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Harrison Verrett, bj; Joseph “Fan” Bourgeau, seated with no instrument; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Steve Angrum, cl

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Alex Bigard, d; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Harrison Verrett, bj; Joseph “Fan” Bourgeau, seated with no instrument; Steve Angrum, cl; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b.

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Harrison Verrett, bj; Joseph “Fan” Bourgeau, seated with no instrument; Steve Angrum, cl; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b;

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Sidney Montegut, union rep; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; Harrison Verrett, bj;

New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0146

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Alex Bigard, d; Steve Angrum, cl

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0147

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Alex Bigard, d; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Harrison Verrett, bj

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0148

Icon Recording Session for “Steve Angrum with Kid Sheik’s Storyville Ramblers”

Albert Warner, tb; Alex Bigard, d; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Steve Angrum, cl; Harrison Verrett, bj; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; possibly Walter Eysselinck in bowtie?

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck?

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0149

Icon Recording Session

Alex Bigard, d; Eddie Morris, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp; John Handy, as; Louis Gallaud, p; Sylvester Handy, b.

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0150
Icon Recording Session
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Emile Barnes, seated no instrument; John Handy, as; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; others obscured.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0151
Icon Recording Session
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Emile Barnes, seated no instrument; John Handy, as; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; others obscured.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0152
Icon Recording Session
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0153
Icon Recording Session
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0154
Icon Recording Session
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0155
Icon Recording Session
George Guesnon, back to camera; Jim Robinson, tb; George Lewis, cl;
Kid Thomas Valentine, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0156
Icon Recording Session
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Israel Gorman, cl; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0157
Icon Recording Session
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0158**
Icon Recording Session
Josiah "Cie" Frazier, d.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0159**
George Lewis smiling, with clarinet
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0160**
George Lewis playing clarinet on his porch
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0161**
George Lewis playing clarinet on his porch
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0162**
George Lewis smiling holding clarinet on his porch
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0163
Alice Zeno (mother of George Lewis)
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0164
Alice Zeno (mother of George Lewis)
3327 DeArmas St., Algiers (Lewis’ home)?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0165
George Lewis Band Performing
Joe Watkins, d; Alvin Alcorn, tp; George Lewis, cl; Jim Robinson, tb
Paddock Lounge, 300 block of Bourbon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0166
George Lewis Band Performing
Joe Robichaux, p; Joe Watkins, d; Alvin Alcorn, tp; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b; George Lewis, cl; Jim Robinson, tb
Paddock Lounge, 300 block of Bourbon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0167
George Lewis Band Performing
Alvin Alcorn, tp; George Lewis, cl; Jim Robinson, tb; Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau, b;
Paddock Lounge, 300 block of Bourbon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
WEPH0168
George Lewis Performing with others
George Lewis, cl; Charlie Love, tp; George Guesnon, bj.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0169
Band Performing at the Paddock
George Williams, d; Wallace Davenport, tp; Albert Burbank, cl; Ricard Alexis, b; Bill Matthews, tb.
Paddock Lounge, 300 block of Bourbon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0170
Musicians jamming in restaurant/bar
Emile Knox, bd; Wilbert Tillman, sous; unknown trombonist; Alvin Alcorn, tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Clement Tervalon, tb; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp.
Possibly Buster Holmes Restaurant, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0171
Musicians jamming in restaurant/bar
Clement Tervalon, tb; Alvin Alcorn, partially visible at right.
Possibly Buster Holmes Restaurant, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0172
Musicians jamming in restaurant/bar
Clement Tervalon, tb; Alvin Alcorn, tp; John “Pickett” Brunious, tp.
Possibly Buster Holmes Restaurant, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0173
Musicians jamming in restaurant/bar
Alvin Alcorn, tp; Andy Anderson, tp; Eddie Summers, tb; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp.
Possibly Buster Holmes Restaurant, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0174
Bill Matthews, playing trombone
Paddock Lounge, 300 block of Bourbon St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0175
Band Performing
Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; Joe James, p.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0176
Band Performing
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Louis Gallaud, p.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0177
Band Performing
John “Knocky” Parker, p. Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0178
Band Performing with Louis Gallaud
Louis Gallaud, p; possible McNeal Breaux, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0179
Band Performing
Josiah “Cie” Frazier, d; Louis James, b.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0180**

Alphonse Picou, playing clarinet with bell

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0181**

Abby “Chinee” Foster, close up

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0182**

George “Kid Sheik” Colar, playing trumpet

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0183**

Robert “Buster” Moore, smiling with trombone

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0184**

Robert Lewis, playing bass drum

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0185
Percy Humphrey, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0186
Ernest “Punch” Miller, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0187
Band Performing
Homer Eugene, tb; Peter Bocage, tp
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0188
Avery Kid Howard in full mason regalia
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0189
Avery Kid Howard in full mason regalia
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0190
Band Performing
Alfred Williams, sd; Paul Barbarin; bd
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0191
Band Performing
Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; John “Knocky” Parker, p.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0192
Eddie Morris, playing trombone, close up.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0193
Band Performing
George Williams, d; Richard McLean, b; Wallace Davenport, tp; possibly Alphonse Picou, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0194
Eddie Morris, playing trombone in doorway
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0195
Charlie Love, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0196
Band Performing
Eddie Summers, tb; George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0197
Young Boy, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Susan Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0198
Albert Warner, seated with trombone
Possibly Buster Holmes’ Restaurant, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0199
Band Performing
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, tp; Andrew Morgan, cl.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0200
Lionel Ferbos, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0201
Alphonse Picou, playing clarinet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0202
Edward “Noon” Johnson, playing sous
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0203
Charlie Love, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0204
Thomas Jefferson, playing trumpet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0205
Eddie Morris, playing trombone
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0206
Ernest “Punch” Miller, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0207
Ernest “Punch” Miller, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0208
Ernest “Punch” Miller, holding trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0209
George “Kid Sheik” Colar, playing trumpet
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0210
Avery “Kid” Howard, holding trumpet
Howard, left. Walter Eysselinck, right
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0211
Avery “Kid” Howard, playing trumpet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0212
Avery “Kid” Howard and Charlie Love with trumpets on porch
Love, left. Howard, right.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0213
Avery “Kid” Howard in mason regalia
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0214
Avery “Kid” Howard playing trumpet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0215**
Roy Palmer, playing trombone
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0216**
Jimmy Yancey, playing piano
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0217**
A.B. (Alphonse Boatner) Spears, with children on front stoop
Spears, holding saxophone in band uniform
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0218**
Percy Humphrey and Peter Bocage, playing funeral
Humphrey, tp and leader, Bocage, tp
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0219**
Emile Barnes, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0220
Emile Barnes, playing clarinet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0221
Emile Barnes, playing clarinet, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0222
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Kid Thomas Valentine, tp; unknown bj; Joe James, p; Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; Paul Barnes, cl; Manuel Paul, ts; Louis Nelson, tb; drummer obscured.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0223
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb; Sammy Penn, d; Manuel Paul, ts; Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp; Paul Barnes, cl
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0224
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb; Manuel Paul, ts; Sammy Penn, d; “Specks” Rodriguez, g; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0225
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Sammy Penn, d; Joe James, p; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp; “Specks” Rodriguez, g; Manuel Paul, ts;
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0226
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb; Joe James, p; Paul Barnes, cl; Manuel Paul, ts; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0227
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Sammy Penn, d; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp; Joe James, p; Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0228
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Manuel Paul, ts; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0229
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Sammy Penn, d; Joseph “Kid Twat” Butler, b; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0230
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Manuel Paul, ts; Paul Barnes, cl; Sammy Penn, d; Kid Thomas Valentine, tp; Joe James, p
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0231
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Kid Thomas Valentine, tp
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0232
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Joe James, p
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0233
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Joe James, p
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0234
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0235
Kid Thomas Valentine Band Performing
Louis Nelson, tb
Speck’s Moulin Rouge, 4th Street, Marrero
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0236
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal
McNeal Breaux, b; Paul Barnes, cl; Charlie Love, tp
September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0237
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal
McNeal Breaux, b; Paul Barnes, cl
September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0238
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal
Albert Warner, tb; Albert Jiles, d; Emanuel Sayles, bj
September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0239
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal
Albert Jiles, d; Emanuel Sayles, g
September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0240**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal

Albert Jiles, d

September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0241**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal

Albert Jiles, d; possibly Jiles’ grandson observing

September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0242**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0243**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Rehearsal

Paul Barnes, cl; McNeal Breaux, b

September 6, 1959- 3610 Metropolitan St., New Orleans (Barnes’ Home)

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0244

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp; Albert Jiles, d; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj; August Lanoix, b.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0245

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Charlie Love, tp; Paul Barnes, cl; Albert Jiles, d; Peter Bocage, v.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0246

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp; Paul Barnes, cl; Albert Jiles, d; Peter Bocage, v; August Lanoix, b.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0247

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp; Albert Jiles, d; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0252

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Warner, tb; Albert Jiles, d; Charlie Love, tp; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj; unknown back to camera; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0253

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Jiles, d; Albert Warner, tb; Paul Barnes, cl; Charlie Love, tp; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj; unknown back to camera; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0254

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Paul Barnes, cl

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0255

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Jiles, d; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0256**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Jiles, d; Paul Barnes, cl; Albert Warner, tb; Peter Bocage, v; Charlie Love, tp; Emanuel Sayles, bj; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0257**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Albert Jiles, d; Paul Barnes, cl; Albert Warner, tb; Peter Bocage, v; Charlie Love, tp; Emanuel Sayles, bj; August Lanoix, b.

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0258**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Peter Bocage, v

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

---

**WEPH0259**

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session

Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj

June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Charlie Love, tp.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Jiles, d; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Albert Warner, tb; Emanuel Sayles, bj; Charlie Love, tp; August Lanoix, b.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Love-Jiles Ragtime Orchestra Recording Session
Albert Warner, tb; Albert Jiles, d; Charlie Love, tp; Paul Barnes, cl; Peter Bocage, v; Emanuel Sayles, bj.
June 12, 1960- Dixon Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Peter Bocage, playing trumpet.
Close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0264**
Willie Pajaud and Walter Eysselinck
L-R: Pajaud, Eysselinck
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0265**
Kid Sheik and others in French Quarter
L-R: Tom Albert, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, William Russell
Intersection of 541 Royal St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0266**
Kid Sheik and others in French Quarter
L-R: Tom Albert, George “Kid Sheik” Colar, William Russell
Intersection of 541 Royal St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0267**
Charlie Love, close up, smiling
William Russell’s Shop, 731 St. Peter St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0268**
Charlie Love, in his backyard
700 Thayer St., New Orleans (Love’s Home)
Photographer: Susan Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0269
Charlie Love playing trumpet with Eysselinck
L-R: Walter Eysselinck, Charlie Love
700 Thayer St., New Orleans (Love’s Home)
Photographer: Susan Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0270
Charlie Love in William Russell’s Shop
William Russell’s Shop, 731 St. Peter St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0271
Slow Drag with Walter Eysselinck
L-R: Walter Eysselinck, Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Susan Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0272
Alcide “Slow Drag” Pavageau standing by fence gate
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0273
Willie Pajaud and Walter Eysselinck
L-R: Pajaud, Eysselinck
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0274
Walter Eysselinck, smoking pipe
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0275
Kid Sheik and Walter Eysselinck on French Quarter sidewalk
L-R: George “Kid Sheik” Colar, Eysselinck
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0276
Alphonse Picou speaking into Walter Eysselinck microphone
L-R: Picou, Eysselinck
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0277
Alphonse Picou speaking into Walter Eysselinck microphone
L-R: Picou, Eysselinck
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0278**
Kid Sheik and Walter Eysselinck
L-R: Eysselinck, George “Kid Sheik” Colar
Binghampton, New York? (en route to England?)
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0279**
Kid Howard with Mrs. (Susan?) Eysselinck on porch
L-R: Avery “Kid” Howard, Eysselinck
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0280**
Charlie Love and Eysselinck smoking on French Quarter street
L-R: Love, Walter Eysselinck
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0281**
Backyard gathering with Kid Sheik and Eysselinck
L-R: unknown children, Walter Eysselinck. George “Kid Sheik” Colar,
unknown man and woman
New Orleans
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0282**

Backyard gathering with Kid Sheik and Eysselinck

L-R: unknown children, Walter Eysselinck. George “Kid Sheik” Colar, unknown man and women

New Orleans

Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0283**

Charlie Love, seated

700 Thayer St., New Orleans (Love’s Home)

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0284**

Manuel Manetta

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0285**

Willie Parker, seated on front stoop

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0286**

Willie Parker, seated on front stoop

New Orleans

Photographer: Walter Eysselinck

Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0287
Willie Parker, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0288
Emile Knox, smoking cigar, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0289
Franz Jackson and Walter Eysselinck
Jackson’s home in Chicago, IL
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0290
Franz Jackson and Walter Eysselinck
Jackson’s home in Chicago, IL
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0291
Franz Jackson and Walter Eysselinck
Jackson’s home in Chicago, IL
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection
Franz Jackson and Walter Eysselinck
Jackson’s home in Chicago, IL
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Franz Jackson and Walter Eysselinck
L-R: Jackson, Eysselinck. Possibly spouses in foreground
Jackson’s home in Chicago, IL
Photographer: Mrs. Eysselinck?
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Isaiah Morgan, smoking cigarette
Possibly Biloxi, MS?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Isaiah Morgan, smoking cigarette
Possibly Biloxi, MS?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

Isaiah Morgan, smoking cigarette
Possibly Biloxi, MS?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0297
Manuel Manetta, looking through coat pockets
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0298
Johnny Wiggs, standing in doorway
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0299
Guesnon and Sayles arm in arm
L-R: Creole George Guesnon, Emanuel Sayles
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0300
Creole George Guesnon, smiling with banjo
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0301
Dick Allen, on his French Quarter balcony
View from across the street
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0302
William Russell with his pet bird Pretty Boy
Home of Russell in French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0303
William Russell giving violin lesson to his niece
Home of Russell in French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0304
Frazier and Bigard on French Quarter sidewalk
L-R: Josiah “Cie” Frazier, Alex (Alec) Bigard
French Quarter, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0305
Alphonse Picou at his Bar
Picou’s Bar at Ursulines and N. Robertson St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0306
Three young children on porch
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0307
Jeunes Amis Hall, exterior
1477 N. Robertson St., New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0308
Zion Baptist Church (formerly Hopes Hall), exterior
Treme St. (Formerly Liberty St.), New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0309
Unknown young woman, close up
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0310
Couple and several children outside a home or business
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0311
Well dressed (church?) group in wooded area (cemetery?)
New Orleans?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0312
Unknown elderly woman outside home
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0313
St. Roc’s (?) Church of God in Christ, exterior
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0314
Unknown home or other building, exterior
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0315
Unknown building exterior with Income Tax sign
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0316
Rabbit stuffed animal hanging to dry on balcony clothesline
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0317
“Famille Vve Paris” tomb
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0318
Grave of trombonist Edward “Eddie” Atkins
Possibly Chicago, IL
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0319
View of Courtyard interior from entrance
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0320
Black Buick Coupe, parked along building
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0321
St Louis Cathedral, exterior
615 Pere Antoine Alley, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0322
Exterior of unknown home or building
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0323
Entrance to “Colored Waiting Room” at Greyhound Bus Station
Greyhound Bus Station, New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0324
Ferry on Mississippi River, view from levee
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0325
Ferry on Mississippi River carrying cars, view from levee
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0326
Rural View of the Mississippi River
Algiers?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection
**WEPH0327**

Men working in rural canal
Algiers?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0328**

Men working in rural canal
Algiers?
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0329**

Roof Jazz Band (5 images)

1. Pierre Claesens, Walter De Troch, unknown
2. Romaine Van Der Riche, Pierre Claesens
3. Pierre Claesens, Jacques Crugt
4. Walter de Troch, Pierre Claesens, unknown
5. Walter Eysselinck (background), unknown

Ghent, Belgium
Walter Eysselinck Collection

**WEPH0330**

Eysselinck Family Photos from Youth
Walter, Hans (brother of Walter), Mamma (mother of Walter)

Ghent, Belgium
Walter Eysselinck Collection
WEPH0331
Colyer’s Band Performing in Ghent
Ken Colyer, tp; Geoff Cole, tb; others not visible
Lazy River Jazz Club, Stadhuissteeg 5, Ghent, Belgium
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0332
Unknown Band Posed for Group Photo
“Ollie Papa” (Charles Thomas?), d; Walter Lewis (?) p; Charlie Love (?),
tp; unknown female vocalist
(Possible identifications from Barry Martyn in 2015)
Walter Eysselinck Collection

WEPH0333
Icon Recording Session for Punch Miller’s band
Alex Bigard, d; Albert Warner, tb; Ernest “Punch” Miller, tp.
New Orleans
Photographer: Walter Eysselinck
Walter Eysselinck Collection